'Earl Y.aab

NEW ERA IN, URBAN AFFAIRS

The Jewish community is

s~ffering

from a kind of urbal-affairs neurosis.

re much anxiety, excessive hand-washing and withdrawal.

The symptoms

The consequence is diminished

effectiveness in self-survival -- both for the security of American Jews and American
sup~ort

for Israel.

"Urban Affairs" is the term used in r:ecent years to describe the massive social problems
of the American city, such as poverty, unemployment, poor housing, unsuccessful public
education.

It is on this front that the organized Jewish community has suffered some

coming-apart.
This is a fairly recent neurosis for the J ewish community.

In the two decades following

World War II, the Jewish community seemed well-integrated with respect to urban affairs.
But circumstances have changed sharply; the Jewish community has not adjusted to the
changes:

,..-

In these new circumstances, the Jewish community is confused about its role

-nd even its stake in American urban affairs .

\

But there is a basis on which the Jewish community can once again integrate !~s approach
to urban affairs.

And there is some urgency for it to do so.

I would suggest that the new response requires two components for the Jewish community :
first, a new "point of vieW" of a kind, towards urban affairs; and second, a new melhod-

ology for approaching thE.se urban affairs .

The integrated urban affoirs approach of the Jewish community in the circumstances of
the 1950s and ea rly 1960,. was easily held.

Problems ,

~ ch

as poverty and poor

educ~ o ion

were seen as largely cot. rminous with the problems of American Blacks and other gro\!ps
disadvantage8 by dis criminat i on .
C

(

The civil rights

carn~ aign

against discrimination .as,

course, righ.t up the Jewish alley : a struggle for t 'l e principles of equal rights,

equal status, eq\!al opportunity.
society.

It was geared towards the Jewish goal of a free pelitical
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But it was simultaneously geared towards another goal: the reduction of the social problems
, which oppressed so many people in the cities.

The

ur~an

affairs formula was rather

simple: since the most deprived groups had been 'artificially excluded from the system
and since America was rich enough to let those

•

group~

,into the system . . . theref " ,' e a

successful c ivil rights campaign would remedy the problem of human deprivation in this
country.
The Jewish community had a "practical" interest in eliminating large pools of deprivation
in the country, because of the dangers they presented to the maintenance of a free political
society.

But the Jewish community also had an independent interest in ameliorating these

oppressive social problems.

There is a dimension of active social humanism in Jewish

life, which does not need to be explained here.
It is with great reluctance that one introduc es the phrase "liberalism',' into any discu ssion
these days.

(

But it has a certain limited usefulness for this purpose.

Ifhatever trans-

formations the word "libera lism" has gone through , it has two somewhat differ ent roots
in linguistic history.

One Latin root means freedom.

But another' Latin root means a

"freeman" and also denotes the qualities which befit a IIfreeman," foremost of which was

the exercise of his capacity to be bountiful.
always carried two meanin3s: one ' who was

Therefore,' the definition of a "liberal"

cow~itted

to political freedom; and/or one who

was committed to social generosity toward s the less f ortunate .
These were in fact the t,,;in foundations of liber :'.lism as we understood it after ,World War
II: a commitment to political freedom, and a commitment to social humanism.

And these

were the twin foundation" of the Jewish community's al' proach to urban affairs .

Be.:.lUse

of the nature and premisLs of the c ivil rights campaign, they were harmoniously meshed
during these two decades.

o

affairs personality.

When they seemed to begin tJ unravel, so did the Jewish public-
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Actually, the civil rights approach to urban problems, with certain adjustments, wo , ked
(

, ~etter than we have generally given it credit for doin~.

The hub of the problem, the

economic position of the Black famity did improve considerably.

Between 1950 and 1965,

the. real income, the r€,' -L purchasing power of the Blac;t family increased by over
cent.

The reZative economic position did not improve.

(tC

per

The real income, the real purchas-

ing power of ' the white family had increased by just about the same percentage.
Nevertheless, the rate of increase was as high for the Blacks as it was for the whites.
That was a
paying ' off.

radi~ally

new phenomenon.

It was an index that the civil rights impulse was

However, the lack of relative "make-up" advancement raised, in the middle

of the 1960s; the image of affirmative action.
implementation of civil rights law.

At that time, it meant a more assertive

Employers had to go out in active search of qualified

Black workers; they had to be more systematic in the elimination of bias and so forth.
It was during this new drive, between 1965 and 1970, that, for the first time, Black family
(

.. ncome improved relatively as well as absolutely.

Each of the five-year periods between

1950 and 1965 had s een both the Black and white family income increase by about 15 per cent.
Between 1965 and 1970, the white family income increased again by about 15 per cent; but
the Black family inc'ome " ncreased by about 33 per cent ,
the ratio of Black to

wh~te

As a result, in those five years,

income increased from 55 co 64 per cent -- a 9 per cent

catch-up increase in fiv (: years, as compared to a one 1Jer cent catch-up increase in a ll

of the preceding 15 year,; .
In other words, at the r;lte the Blacks were advancing I>etween 1950 and 1965, i t would
have taken several centm:ies for them to catch up.

Bu'O it would have only taken 25

years for them to catch "p at the 1965-1970 rate .
Obviously those figures c:annot be so glibly proj ected ,-- but one must keep them in I,lind
1

order not to under,estimate the practical importance of the civil rights campaign --

( -' or the Black community's commitment to affirmative act:_on.
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However, there were othl,r strong factors operating.
G

Between 1950 and 1965, the American

economy created an aveu.ge of 4 million new jobs every 5 years; between 1965 and 1970,
the American economy created almost 8 million new jobs.

That f.act along with the affir-

mat~ve

Black economic advance.

action ' push, chcracterized the period of

greaL ~ st

The fact is tha t our entire approach to urban affairs during those years was based on
the assumption tha t the American economy would keep rolling in the way that it had.

But in

the block of years between 1970 and 1975, the rate of jobs created in the economy dropped
to an earlier

l~vel.

And, more significantly, while the real income of all Americans had

almost doubled in thE previous twenty years, the real income of Americans, Black or white,
did not advance at all between 1970 and 1975, mainly as a result of inflation.
Obviously, the circumstances had changed.
synonymous ·t erms.

C

come center-stage.

.

No longer were urban a ffairs and civil rights

To use a shorthand, economic issues rather than civil rights issues had
Removing the disabilities from Blacks and other disadva ntaged

ities was no longer the sum and substance of th e solution.
to be part of the solution.

minor~

Beating inflation had also

The economy itself was somehow faltering.

Nor was it simply

a matter of some grea t er infusion of social generosity by the govJ rnment.

In fact, the

amount ,of money, in . constant uninflated dollars, which the federal government exper.ded
on social programs, doubled between 1960 and 1970, dot-.bled again in the five years be t 'Neen
1970 and 1975 -- but the situation deteriorated.

,

IndEed, some began to suspect that: ther e

was a direct relationship between the deterioration, ,nd that very flow of funds from
government.

The growth rate of rea l income and of soc ial progress were lagging

beh~" nd

the growth rate of taxa tion and government so c ial expE.nditure. LAII this foreshadowed
PropOSition 13 and the so-c a ll ed tax revolt.

But the j, oint is tha t neither civ il r:; " hts

nor generosity seemed to be enough, in dealing with ur", an problems.
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Indeed it was becoming clear that sheer social genero[lity on the part of the government,
~ J ~ike mother-love or an apple pie, could do some damage if misapplied.

This realization,

set against the liberal optimism of the 1950s and early 1960s was enough to set off some
neurotic vibrations.
To begin with, it would seem that the Jewish community would need to develop a cohesive
viewpoint towards complex economi c issues if, as a cOmffiunity, it was going to enter the
modern arena of urban affairs with the same elan, sophistication and effectiveness with
which it was pa:t of the civ il rights period of urban affairs.

But that may not be

possible.
We had an age-old expertise in civil rights and we had an age-old impulse for the social
humanism which it promised to implement.

Nei ther our biblical-age prophetic imperative

towards social humanism, nor our historical experience equips us to deal as a community
·ith the technological problems of social reform.

A body of reasonably experienced

Jewish lay people and professionals is capable of evaluating a given
employment or civil rights.

proposa~

on fair

But on the basis of what experience and of what consensus do

we today evaluate a given proposal on, say, increasing employment and housing while reducing inflation ?
In fact, this contretemp" with r e spect to both expertise and c onsensus might initie, Lly
seem to suggest a certaia element of modesty -- a certain restraint on the part of the
organized Jewish communi':y in taking specific cn'1lprehensive positions on the more c 0mplex
economic solutions to oue: urban problems.

Parenthetically, a bit 0:: modesty on this score might help return us with more vigor to a
more limited urban affai 'r s agenda about which we need no such restraint.

Civil rights

may not be a sufficient avenue, but it is still a nec" ssary one. ' Both our opposition to
"'- .uotas and our interest :.n reducing urban problems wOllld dictate that we become more asser-

il ,,)

tive in promoting genuin" affirma tive action programs .
has demonstrate d their ifJportance.

There are such, and past hi s tory
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In fact, at the moment, our unemployment problem is m,linly a problem in structural
~

unemployment.

There are many jobs unfilled.

labor market and our job market.

There

i~

a problem of mis-fit between our

That problem relates directly to affirmative action

proirams, and we must return to the fray on that sco :e .
On the other hand, despite problems of expertise and consensus, how can we withdraw from
considerations of the critical economic issues affectiug urban problems, if we still have
a direct communal interest, and self -int erest in the solution of those problems?
seems to be

som~thing

considerations,

of a dilemma.

There

However, it is suggested that there are Jewish

there are areas of Jewish experience which relate to these economic

issues and therefore an important Jewish point of view which can be applied.

We find

a first clue to this Jewish point of view in the poZiticaZ implications of these postcivil rights and economic issues.

c

Jews sensed these political implications as they were developing in the late 1960s.

Not

only were ,the factors of sheer social generosity and civil rights not enough -- but they
seemed to be moving in direc tions antithetical to Jewish concerns 'about a politically
free society .
This is not an abstract ~oint.
survival and security

th ~ t

There are some practieoal political principles of J e dsh

have derived from experience .

For that purpose, politic3l

freedom can be defined a ', a government's ability to tolerate and accommodate to
differences

both indi- ' idual differences and [,:oup differences.

The Jel<s hav,e

posed that kind of chall"nge to more societies over a longer period than any other
human group, most of tho '3e societies have failed the :hallenge ,
learned a great deal in :he process.

and Jews have ho lO :cfully
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Jews have lived in host societies where they were nominally allowed either individua l
iOreedom or group freedom -- but not both.

l

under attack.

In either case, the Jews usually ended up

Toleration for individual freedom and for group freedom are of one piece,

especially for the Jew .

•

It has also been Jewish experience that the more omnipotent a government, the more idealogical a government, the more a government takes on a self-generating force of its own,
the more it tends to be intolerant of individual and group differences.

That may not be

an inevitability but it has certainly turned out, with some logic, to be a probability.
This distilled catechism of the prime Jewish stake in political freedom, is directly related
to the concern which began to grow in the 1960s.

The "quota issue" came to symbolize

this concern.
Civil rights 'represented a compatible merger of the two elements of liberalism: social
~umanism

<-

and political lib erty.

chese two elements.

The quota issue .symbolized a growing separation between

Individual freedom, the ability of the individual to exercise his

or her differences, to be accepted on individual merit, seemed endangered by a rigid
group concep t , which turr,ed the affirmative action thrust on its head.
based instinct of the Jews

The historically

was that such a direction Jan counter to political freedom.

Employment quotas were by no means the only important element of this new threatening
approach to urban affairs .

Other "group" approaches g?thered strength during the 1970s,

threatening the double na ture of American freedom -- sl'ch as proportional repr ., sentation
in politics; and separate track bi-cultural education in the public schools.
But there is another dir,lension to all of these approaches, which usually gets less attention.
Characterizing all of these approaches is the concept that a beneficent, socially generous
government should so order relationships among people a3 to eliminate the impact of
lividual differences.

This may be the most abiding meaning of the "quota approach."

In a prophetic section of his cOl!llllents on the DeFunis case, Justice Douglas suggestei
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that the government should support preferential treatment for a person, not because of
( _/ race, but because of disadvantaged b,a ckground of any kind.

And- some educators from Harvaru

suggested that an individual might be considered disadvantaged for economically preferential purposes -i f that '.ndividual was born with any di.sadvantageous genes: a redt'..:':ion to
the absurd, perhaps, but an indication of how far we are from the original affirmative action
concepts; this has nothing to do with race, or with groupification -- but just with the
all-powerful role of the government in ordering the fate of the individual.

In this

transformation, "affirmative action" is no longer a civil rights issue; it is an issue
in economic philosophy, with political implications.
Is it any wonder that the Jewish community began to develop an urban affairs neurosis?
Social humanism dictates that government cannot and should not withdraw from its social
responsibility to some laissez-faire l a nd of the past.
grow as our society becomes more dense and complex.

c==

Government regulation must indeed

But there were signals that government,

in its application of social remedy, might be moving towards some line of self--generating
power which could eventually change its nature from a managed society to a managing
society -- and that prop=rly makes Jewish antennae vibrate with concern for political
freedom.

There are alre<dy such signals in our goverrruent when, for example, it promul-

gates regulations which .re hostile to the sectarian
and welfare institutions.

j ~v elopment

of Jewish educational

This is a classic Eurppean . form of intolerance to group differences .

Compounding all this dis array was the fact that, after 1967, Israel became the but-t of
third-world ideology, which ideology in its American incarnation travelled the very
domestic policy roads which troubled Jews.
J;srael, and their

growin_~

And with their necessary preoccupation with

neurosis, many Jews began to develop the odd notion that Israel's

survival was somehow a separate matter fr om the survival of American power

and freedom.

A go-it-alone atmosphere developed wihch further deepe'1ed the sel f -destructive spir.l of
the neurosis.
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It is that spiral which must be reversed.

The first task in pulling ourselves together

( _ .gain is to frontally challenge the major neurotic sympton: withdrawal from the American
urban affairs scene.
surlival.

That is the last thing we can afford, if we are interested in

Not only Amprican Jewish security but

_strength of American political freedom.

th~

survival of Israel depends on :he

And that freedom depends on America's ability

to successfully deal with its major urban problems.

It is not just a matter of dissipating

the sharp symptomatic conflict between Jews and Blacks or Latinos in New York or elsewhere.

It is a "matter of recognizing that political extremism in the modern world has

always been built on severely unremedied social problems, one way or another.
not come to power because the German people had a prime need for anti-semitism .

Hitler did
He came

to power because of joblessness and inflation; and the divergent disaffections of the
working class and the middle class.
But having remembered that lesson -- especially remembering that lesson -- it is also
~

ecessary to pinpoint the politically unacceptable ways in which a government may attempt
to remedy its social problems.

It is in these terms that" it is necessary to re-integra te

the urban affairs approach of the Jewish community -- to find a Jewish point of view on
the new economi"c issues which will at once serve the -oause of an effective social h umanism,

and

the cause of political freedom.

It is necessary to make a distinction at this point be tween a

vie/,).

A platform states "a number of fairly specific

"~o sitions

point of view is the angle with which we approach iss,es.

p Zatfo~ ,

and a point of

on specific issues.

A

It contains certain considera-

tions, poundaries, developed instincts, if you will, e ertain guide-lines
to the assessment of issues.

When any given perso n slts down to assess a specific s ocial

proposal, he o r she may bring more than one kind of v"iewpoint to bear .

A labor uni on

person will bring a vie; point; a woman who is a labor leader will bring t wo
J

bear on pertinent as pects of a given proposal.

viewpoi "~ ts
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The Jewish community had a platfor'm of civil rights issues which affected urban affairs
(as it has a p1at~orm '~n so~e ot~er non-urban issues). But it does not have a platform

...•

'"

on the' larger economic 'lssues which affect urban affairs.

"

But, more than that, it 'las

not developed an integrdted viewpoint on the larger economic issues which affect urban
affairs .

•

It is initially suggested that such an integrated Jewish viewpoint for the complicated
1980s would be one which insistently seeks social remedy from government -- while at the
same time holding government suspect.*
To be brutally unfashionable, it is necessary to suggest that the practical aspect of
"holding government suspect" has something to do with the American economic system, as
we have ideally perceived it: a "system" built around normatively free and private
enterprise -- with its concomitants of individual achievement and self-dependency.
That system , has been vulnerable to enormous abuse.

Whole groups have been excluded from

it; robber barons have plundered it; many victims have been produced by it. Government,
<=: labor unions, civil rights movements and other forces have to continually find means to
" control these perversions of the system.
But as far as we know there is a direct relationship

b~tween

political system of freedom to which we are committed.
than that.

In pursuing effective social remedies,

the ~e

that economic system and the

But then ' there is more to it
is the apparent practical f ac t that

this system of ours cannot bear the burden of too disp"roportionate a non-systemic appro a ch -one that is not built around relatively free and priva:e enterprise.

That dispropor ~ionate

public burden is what inflationary spirals, tax revolt " and the like are very much a bout.
In other words, if we ac c ept both the political and th,' problem-solving importance

0"' this

.

economic system, we must seek social remedies which art~ as "systemic ll as possible, i n its
"

terms.

To use a gross

e~ample:

if public-sector employment is the main thrust of a

proposal to reduce unemployment, it would be self-defeating and non-systemic in our terms,
(.ll

.J*"Holding government suspect" is NOT necessarily - the s«me as losing confidence in or respect
for government. Often, 1uite the opposite. When cuttjng roast with a sharp knife, :he more
yOU respect the knife a r,d its proper function, the more you hold it suspect.
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( '. all other things being equal, as compared with governuent programs to stimulate and
_upport private-sector jobs and on-the-j ob training.
is preferable to public housing.
lea~es

And 'so forth.

Subsidies for private home payments

The guide-line of the systemic still

much room for further analysis, and indeed for disagreements -- but it is a

ompass

which can be used more often than we imagine in evaluating public policy proposals.
It seems to be a compass, incidentally, which is congruent with the current "public
mood" which has been highly ad \ertised.

But, as it "is drawn here, it is not a faddish

impulse for frugality: it is a coherent point of view on those economic issues which have
political implications that are of expert interest to the Jews; and it is a point of view,
for us, which " is bounded by the imperatives" of social humanism.
In short, what is being suggested here is that there is a Jewish point of view to be
brought "to the larger economic issues which critically affect social problems.

c-

It is a

Tewish point of view because it contains elements which relate directly to Jewish survival,
as drawn from a unique Jewish historical experience.

This point of view does not provide

ready-made remedies, in the civil rights sense, but it suggests important and

sophi~ticated

guidelines to those remedies.
It is an integrated Jewilb point of view, because it points out those considerationA and
directions which will moot likely serve the causes of effective social humanism and political
freedom without sacrific'_ng either.
What are the methodo l ogical implications?

To begin with, a viewpoint cannot be pur ,med by

a community in the same "neat way that a platform can be pursued.

We cannot sit back in

our organizational tents in the same way, and take specific positions on specific el :onomic

issues, just making what',ver flexible adjustments are a l ways necessary along the wa:/ .

(

"'1ere is indicated a majcr shift in the technical rolE of the organized Jewish community
to urban affairs .

The shift in emphasis is away from Jewish public affairs institutions

"taking positions" On issues; and towards these Jewis;' institutions becoming the "well- "
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spring" and training grou d for the informed involvement of connected Jewish individuals -in
political life and urban affairs.

Clhift

(This is not a prescri.ption against taking positions; i t is

in emphasis.)

There is more than one reason for t hi s indicated shift.

For one thing, it lends itself to a

community which has a viewpoint, r a rhe r than a specific platform on a number of issue_o •

•

Second,

a process is called for which will he lp develop a new viewpoint, rather than just put together a
platform from old, more limited vi ewpoints _which are just hanging around .

Finally, and not

least important, we need a lot more J ews out there in the active community who are related to a
Jewish communal viewpoint .
spokesmen.

We ' ve become too dependent on organizations and titular organizationa l

Such over- dependence is a recipe for inef fe ctiveness, at leas t in the area of urban

affairs (the kind of ineffectiveness we have already demonstrated in affecting public policy
on the economic front) .
Make no mistake: this would not be a casual s hift -- nor an easy one.

It would require the J ewish

community to consciously organize itself to recruit young Jewish leadership into active political

~ ~e

and urban affairs activity.

It would involve th ese people in the communal mechanisms

we have for considering urban affairs.

~

_h

It would consciously elevate the considec"ation of urb an

affairs on the agenda of those public affairs mechanisms.

Instead of taking or rejecting posi-

tions on specific issues, b:" one reflex or ano ther, there would be a heightened concen -:ration on
developing a thoughtful and -integrated approach to the Jewish considerations involved I n these
urban issues. *
community.

There would be a deliberate effort to r eplicate these processes throug'-lOut the

The purpose wou:,d be a dynamic center out of which would emerge, not just -,) ress

releases announcing positions , but active individuals and Jewish populations, in touch with and
informed by sophisticated J"wish concerns, who would then be involved on their own in -i ealthfully influencing public po licy of urban affairs.
This may seem like a somewhat mystical process -- but not if we remind ourselves that this is the
process which always worked bes t for us in th e past .
(

~-

If truth be told, tha t is the wa:, in

_ch "Jewish influence" ha[ generally been effectively ,'xercised in urban affairs:

*Of course, not suggesting that we turn our public affairs mechanism i nto ivory-tower .. dl!.cational
institutions. The only way to develop -a viewpoint conscio\l~ness is to wrestle seriously .;ith a
corporate a ttempt to !!t ake a Iosition" on i ssues. But we p ._Il o r gani ze ourselves diff c re:'1. tly i f we
recognize that the goa l i s not jus t to come to a po~ itt o!l j-- ~~~oe~ven more importantly un s one
issues~ to develop the Jewish con s iderati on ~ tha t ll.e l.n tle
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not through cODUDunai positions, but by Jewish individuals and populations acting in t -: le

(

-

-<

_Jlic arena with a Jewish point of view.

was once more naturally come by.
Rabb:t.:s teaching, -Jewish

l

'_ story.

is no longer so simple, by half.
roughly, a

The point is that this "Jewish point of vi,w"

It came with mother's milk, grandfather's tales, the
The point is that a "Jewish point of view" on urlo ~'1 affairs
That is the source of the neurosis.

But there is,

natural "Jewish point of view" on post-civil rights urban affairs, which is

important to Jewish values and self-interest.

The Jewish community now must more deliberately

develop and activate that viewpoint among members and segments of the Jewish population
not as a blueprint, which we don't have -- but as an orientation, the elements of which we
do have.

Such an inte-g rated point of view would also return Jews to a less sentimental and more
hard-headed approach to urban affairs.

c

For example, it would provide us with a less

sentimental framework with which to again approach the problem of coalitions.
_~perative

It is

that we again seek as many fruitful relationships as possible with other interest

groups in the

cOmlli~nity.

But we cannot do so for auld lang syne.

At their most important,

coalitions are not brotherhood-week exercises; they are political exercises.
abandon our point of view in order to join coalitions.

We cannot

We join coalitions on issues which

are consonant with our point of view; and we join coaljtions in order to press our point

of view.

And again, we should put more reliance on informed and connected members of the

Jewish community becomin5 part of the urban flow, not tied to a "party line," but
naturally pushing in directions suggested by- an integrated Jewish point of vie-..,.
One implication in this point of view, incidentally, is that Jewish Welfare Federations
should carefully assess any growing dependency by them on federal funds. The line between
voluntary agencies andtt.e government should be as cle •.' rly maintained as possible.

This

is not just a matter of abstract principle, although the principle should not be di'missed

C ~.lghtly.

Such a dependent relationship on government ;;ould represent in miniature "hat

.?i

. ..
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c

this set of problems is all about.

The odds are that the homogenizing regulations of

government would tend tu erode the sectarian nature of Jewish welfare institutions.

Tha ~

is just one practical aspect of a managing government's built-in intolerance of differences.
On that and other gr ounds, any re-integrated Jewish ?;)proach to urban affairs would

•

_certainly recommend caution about unseemly dives into the federal treasury.
Indeed, one of the Jewish community's direct contributions to a healthy and systemic
American society would be its insistence on and maintenance of voluntary institutions .
with voluntary funds.
However, the .prime function of the Federations would be to help organize the Jewish
community f or its new and more effective role in urban affairs.

This new emphasis and a

new role must develop within the public affairs and community relations councils of the
Jewish community, nationally and locally, where the whole spectrum of Jewish public

C'. affairs

concerns converge .

For it is in the nature of an integrated urban affairs appro?

that i t must be harmonized with

oth~r

Jewish public affairs concerns: concerns about

church-stat e , civil liberties, political freedom; and not least of all, concerns with
American support for Israel.
The Federations should not only promote the "well-spr':'ng and tnii,ning ground " function
for these councils, but they must be part of the pro c o.ss and help recruit their bes t
people for the process, and help the community find n lW kinds of activities and prc grams
to intensify this process.
The goal is the aggressive development of an integrat ed Jewish point of view on the new
economic issues in urball affairs; and new kinds of l.n:3titutional efforts to dev e l o p a n

active corps of Jews who will be affected by that POi.lt of view and involve themsel ves
in the American politicLl and urban affairs process.

C it may be

That is the hard way to go -- but

the only real: stic way, in this modern era, to seriously influence the ki"..d of

effective and healthy s rc ial progress on which our JeIJish future depends.
Geneq.l Assembly
November, 1978

